
Name: Tabitha Corinth
 Race: Berran (Near-Human)   
 Sex: Female    
 Profession: Freetrader/Smuggler
 Temporal Origin: Vannus IV, AD 2680
Attributes:
STR
END
DEX

CHA
MNT
ITN

Level IV
Level IV (14)
Level V

Level VI
Level V
Level IV

Special Ability:
Enhanced Charisma

Combat Statistics:
AP: 9
Armed Combat,  
 Blaster Pistol     Level V
Unarmed Combat,  
 Berran Martial Arts    Level IV

Significant Skills: Level:
Carousing
Environmental Suit Operation
Gambling   
Leadership 
Medical Sciences,  
 General Medicine (Berran)
Security Procedures,  
 Concealment 
 Lockpicking
 Stealth 
Social Sciences,
 Economics
 Law (Galactic) 
Space Sciences,   
 Astronomy
 Navigation
Technology,
 Astronautics
 Electronics
Vehicle Operation, 
 Ground
 Spacecraft 
Verbal Interaction,  
 Haggling     
 Negotiation/Diplomacy 

VI
IV
V
IV

III (9)

V
V
V

V
IV

V
V

IV
IV

V
VI

VII
VI

Appearance:
 Height: Average
 Build: Slim
 Looks: Striking
 Apparent Age: Mature Adult
 Actual Age: 28+
 Recognition Handle: Tabitha Corinth is an attractive, charming woman with shoulder-length auburn hair and green 
eyes. She usually wears an off-white and gold jumpsuit with a matching jacket. She often has a blaster psitol on her hip 
and a small blaster pistol hidden in her right boot.



Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 Tabitha Corinth wears an off-white and gold jumpsuit and jacket of Terran design. She often reveals a good por-
tion of her cleavage if she thinks it will bring her an advantage when dealing with others (namely merchants and excise 
officers). She wears a set of Berran wristbands which contain a micro-computer on the right wrist (used for data storage, 
like keeping track of what’s in the cargo hold) and a glorified calculator/tax generator on the left wrist.

Brief Personal History:
   Birthplace: Berra, AD 2652.
 Tabitha Corinth was born on the planet of Berra, located in the Holka system. Berrans are known as master trad-
ers and Tabitha was no different. She was well-versed in the Berran arts of trading and haggling. She was fortunate to 
have been born to a wealthy clan who provided for her training and her vocation as a merchant’s assistant. Tabitha craved 
for more than her station within Berran society could provide.
 At the age of 17, she stowed away on a Terran freighter, known as the Gatchaman Star, that had brought a cargo 
of exotic Earth spices to Berra. Tabitha was found by the captain of the freighter, a Terran woman named Heather Shaw, 
who took a liking to her and tought her the ways of a freetrader. Tabitha became like a daughter to the old captain. 
 At the age of 23, the Gatchaman Star was besieged by space pirates and Captain Shaw was fatally wounded 
during the battle against the pirates. Tabitha was able to maneuver the freighter through an asteroid field and lose the at-
tacking pirates but she was powerless to save her adopted mentor, Captain Heather Shaw. With her dying breath, Shaw 
bequeathed the Gatchaman Star to Tabitha.
 Tabitha continued with her freetrading ways with the Gatchaman Star until an unfortunate run in with a Terran 
Imperial border patrol who demanded the Gatchaman Star to lower her shields and be boarded. The ship was carrying a 
cargo of Astran Wine and Tabitha knew the Terrans would just confiscate it for their own pleasure leaving her without her 
precious cargo. She decided to outrun the border patrol instead.
 Her luck was not with her this time as a well placed blast from the border patrol’s ion cannons knocked out her 
ship’s engines and she crashed on the wilderness planet, Vannus IV. She escaped her crashed ship only to be captured 
by the primitive inhabitants of Vannus IV. She was facing certain death (probably as a potential meal) when she was 
rescued by a traveller known as Lord Marco (a Time Lord known as Marconollavirandavashi). Grateful for the rescue and 
having no ship of her own, she joined Lord Marco as they travelled through time and space.

Personality:

 Tabitha Corinth has a restless nature and has an overwhelming urge to explore. If she can earn a profit while 
doing so is even better. She is a woman of action who has a thirst for excitement. She became a freetrader because she 
could do all of the above. She isn’t afraid to speak her mind. While she has been involved in many shady deals, she does 
have a set of standards which even she won’t cross.

   Motivations/Desires/Goals:

   Manner:
 Tabitha is persuasive, charming, sexy and has an almost innocent air about her. She enjoys a good laugh and 
loves the thrill of adventure. She has a quick mind and an equally sharp tongue. 
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